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QUESTION 1

How many management IP addresses are required on a single XtremIO storage controller? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://docs.openstack.org/juno/config-reference/content/XtremIO-cinder-driver.html#xtremiomanagement-
ip 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is considering XtremIO storage for their current Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) deployment. The
customer wants information on the benefits of an XtremIO solution. 

What are the benefits of an XtremIO solution for this environment? 

A. Latency is less than 1 ms for all large I/O sizes, deduplication with compression, and scales linearly 

B. Latency is less than 1 ms for large I/O sizes, deduplication and compression, and no reduction in power and cooling
costs 

C. Latency is less than 1 ms for small I/O sizes, scales linearly, and slightly higher cost/IOP/GB than hybrid arrays 

D. Latency is less than 1 ms for small I/O sizes, deduplication and compression, and scales linearly 

Correct Answer: A 

Storage capacity and performance scale linearly, such that two X-Bricks supply twice the IOPS, four X-Bricks supply
four times the IOPS, six X-Bricks supply six times the IOPS and eight X-Bricks supply eight times the IOPS of the single
X- Brick configuration. However, the latency remains consistently low (less than 1ms) as the system scales out. The sub-
millisecond latency is validated by actual test results, and is determined according to the worst-case scenario. 

References: Introduction to the EMC XtremIO STORAGE ARRAY (April 2015), page 37 

 

QUESTION 3

Which operation is performed when an XtremIO Snapshot is created? 

A. Pointers to the ancestor metadata are created for the snapshot 

B. Space equal to the size of the ancestor is allocated to the snapshot 

C. A reserved space is created for new snapshot data 
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D. A deduplication pass is immediately run against the snapshot 

Correct Answer: A 

When a snap is created, the following steps occur: 1) Two empty containers are created in-memory 2) Snapshot SCSI
personality is pointing to the new snapshot sub-node 3) The SCSI personality which the host is using, is linked to the
second node in the internal data tree 

References: EMC RECOVERPOINT REPLICATION OF XTREMIO, Understanding the essentials of RecoverPoint Snap-
based replication for XtremIO, page 8 https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-papers/ h14296-wp-recoverpoint-replication-
of-xtremio.pdf 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has the following requirements for their VDI deployment: Greater than 1000 desktops with the ability to grow
10% for the next 3 years Low latency boot volumes General purpose NAS for home directories Remote replication with
the ability to snap at every write Capable of delivering 100 IOPs per desktop 

Which EMC technologies should be recommended? 

A. XtremIO, RecoverPoint CRR, and VPLEX only 

B. VSPEX Blue, RecoverPoint CDP, and VNX 

C. Isilon, VSPEX Blue, VPLEX, and RecoverPoint CDP 

D. XtremIO, RecoverPoint CRR, VPLEX, and Isilon 

Correct Answer: A 

The EMC RecoverPoint family provides cost-effective, local continuous data protection (CDP), continuous remote
replication (CRR), and continuous local and remote replication (CLR) that allows for any-point-intime data recovery and
a new "snap and replicate" mechanism for local and remote replication (XRP). 

Splitter-based replication, using VPLEX RecoverPoint splitter-based replication provides synchronous replication,
continuous replication with fine recovery granularity (journal based), and replication for active-active datacenters. 

References: Introduction to the EMC XtremIO STORAGE ARRAY (April 2015), page 52 

 

QUESTION 5

A storage administrator has 20 TB of storage provisioned to their ESXi cluster from a 10 TB XtremIO storage array. The
administrator is concerned about running out of physical capacity on the XtremIO. 

Which recommendation will assist the administrator? 

A. Enable VAAI TPSTUN 

B. Increase the compression ratio on the XtremIO 

C. Disable VAAI XCOPY D. Thick provisioned eager zero all VM virtual disks 

Correct Answer: A 
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TPSTUN is a VAAI primitive that enables the array to notify vSphere when a LUN is running out of space due to thin
provisioning over-commit. The command causes suspending all virtual machines on that LUN. XtremIO supports this
VAAI primitive. 

Incorrect Answers: 

C: The XtremIO features for VAAI support include: 

Clone Blocks/Full Copy/XCOPY 

Used for copying or migrating data within the same physical array (VMware term: 

HardwareAcceleratedMove). 

On XtremIO, this allows VM cloning to take place almost instantaneously, without affecting user I/O on 

active VMs. 

D: The XtremIO features for VAAI support include: Zero Blocks/Write Same 

Used for zeroing-out disk regions (VMware term: HardwareAcceleratedInit). 

This feature provides accelerated volume formatting. 

References: https://itzikr.wordpress.com/2015/12/16/host-configuration-for-vmware-vsphere-on-emcxtremio/ 

 

QUESTION 6

At which point is data compressed when a host sends data to the XtremIO storage system? 

A. Inline before data is written to the SSD 

B. Once data is written to the storage controller 

C. After data is written to the SSDs 

D. After data is in SSD cache 

Correct Answer: A 

XtremIO inline data deduplication and inline data compression services are inline, all the time. 

References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/faq/faq-million-dollar-guarantee-rp-2016.pdf 

 

QUESTION 7

Where is the XtremIO VSS hardware provider package installed? 

A. On all X-Bricks in the cluster 

B. On the XMS 

C. Factory-installed on the array 
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D. On the backup server 

Correct Answer: D 

In order to use the XtremIO VSS provider it must be installed on the server where we want to do an application
consistent snapshot. 

References: http://muegge.com/blog/tag/xtremio/ 

 

QUESTION 8

Which SCSI instructions are used to build a bitmap of the changes between the first snapshot and subsequent
snapshots when RecoverPoint is used with XtremIO? 

A. SCSI Delta 

B. SCSI Transfer 

C. SCSI DIFF 

D. SCSI Update 

Correct Answer: C 

DIFF protocol - A vendor specific SCSI command which RecoverPoint uses to query XtremIO with in order 

to obtain a bitmap of changes between two snapshot sets. 

RecoverPoint uses the output of DIFF command to read the actual data and transfer it to the target side. 

References: EMC RECOVERPOINT REPLICATION OF XTREMIO, Understanding the essentials of 

RecoverPoint Snap-based replication for XtremIO, page 9 https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-papers/ 

h14296-wp-recoverpoint-replication-of-xtremio.pdf 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the maximum speed of the Fibre Channel ports on an XtremIO storage controller? 

A. 2 Gb/s 

B. 4 Gb/s 

C. 8 Gb/s 

D. 16 Gb/s 

Correct Answer: C 

Each Storage Controller includes two 8Gb/s Fibre Channel (FC) ports. 

References: Introduction to the EMC XtremIO STORAGE ARRAY (April 2015), page 8 
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QUESTION 10

Which multipathing software is supported by XtremIO? 

A. PowerPath/VE and NMP on ESXi hosts 

B. MPIO on non-clustered Microsoft Windows hosts only 

C. PowerPath/VE on Microsoft Windows VMs hosted by ESXi 

D. Native MPIO on IBM AIX clusters 

Correct Answer: A 

Noting the inefficiencies in VMware\\'s NMP driver, EMC developed a set of drivers specifically designed to overcome
these limitations and improve the performance and reliability of the data passing between an array and a server. EMC
developed the PowerPath family of products optimized specifically for Linux, Microsoft Windows, and UNIX Operating
Systems as well as PowerPath/VE for VMware vSphere and Microsoft Hyper-V hypervisors. 

PowerPath is installed on hosts to provide path failover, load balancing and performance optimization VPLEX engines
(or directly to the XtremIO array if VPLEX is not used). 

Note: VMware, with the cooperation of its storage partners, developed a Native Multipathing Plug-in (NMP). VMware
NMP was designed to distribute the load over all the available paths and provide failover protection in the case of path,
port or HBA failure, but it has not been fully optimized to work with the controllers in a storage systems. VMware\\'s
NMP Round Robin policy does not have the intelligence that PowerPath has as PowerPath uses testing and diagnostics
to continually monitor an environment to determine the optimal path for queuing requests and will adapt to current
conditions. 

References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/analyst-reports/emc-taneja-group-powerpath-tb.pdf 

 

QUESTION 11

Which actions are initiated when a snapshot is created on an XtremIO array? 

A. Parent object becomes read only and two auxiliary volumes are created 

B. Parent object remains writeable and one auxiliary volume is created 

C. Parent object remains writeable and two auxiliary volumes are created 

D. Parent object becomes read only and one auxiliary volume is created 

Correct Answer: A 

When a copy is created, the volume\\'s existing metadata becomes an "ancestor" entity (parent object) that is shared
between the production volume and the copy. New empty containers are created for subsequent changes to both the
production volume and the virtual copy volume. Therefore, the act of creating a copy is instantaneous and involves no
data or metadata copies. 
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References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-paper/h13035-wp-introduction-to-xtremiosnapshots.pdf, pages 18 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer is interested in transitioning their traditional infrastructure to the Cloud by implementing ViPR software-
defined storage in an XtremIO environment. Which capabilities will EMC ViPR software-defined storage provide to
XtremIO? 

A. Delivers SaaS Centralized management and monitoring Chargeback and billing capabilities 

B. Chargeback reporting capability Centralizes reactive monitoring capability Policy-driven configuration management 

C. Automatically grows storage volumes Slows growth of data Centralized auto-deletes of aging files 

D. Creates virtual storage pools Automates disaster recovery Replaces chargeback capabilities 

Correct Answer: A 

EMC ViPR Controller is a software-defined storage platform that abstracts, pools and automates a data center\\'s
underlying physical storage infrastructure. It provides data center administrators with a single control plane for
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heterogeneous storage systems. 

ViPR enables software-defined data centers by providing features including: 

* Comprehensive and customizable platform reporting capabilities that include capacity metering, chargeback, and
performance monitoring through the included ViPR SolutionPack 

References: Introduction to the EMC XtremIO STORAGE ARRAY (April 2015), page 60 

 

QUESTION 13

How should a storage administrator navigate to different XtremIO clusters from the XMS GUI if the administrator has
more than one cluster managed by the same XMS? 

A. Click the Cluster Name on the Menu bar near the top of the screen 

B. Click the Inventory List button on the Menu bar 

C. Click the Administration tab and locate the Cluster Name 

D. Click the Cluster Name on the Status bar at the bottom of the screen 

Correct Answer: B 

From the menu bar, the Inventory icon is to be clicked to display the Inventory workspace. This workspace takes the
place of the Hardware workspace in earlier versions of the XtremIO GUI. With the All Clusters tab selected, we can see
a list of all the hardware elements in the managed clusters. 

Note: With time, additional clusters can be added to a deployed XMS. In addition, a cluster can be easily moved from
one XMS to another. All management interfaces (GUI/CLI/REST) offer inherent multi-cluster 

management capabilities. 

Multiple cluster management is supported from version 4.0 and up. 

References: 

https://community.emc.com/community/connect/everything_oracle/blog/2015/08/27/xtremio-40-multi-arraymanagement 
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QUESTION 14

You are designing an XtremIO solution for a potential customer. If the server and storage information is available, which
information should be documented regarding the customer\\'s capacity expectations? 

A. Capacity requirements on a per data center basis Expandability/scalability Performance requirements determined on
a server-to-server basis 

B. Capacity requirements on a per volume basis Expandability/scalability Performance requirements determined on a
server-to-server basis 

C. Capacity requirements on a per volume basis Compression rates/scalability Performance requirements determined
on a server-to-server basis 

D. Capacity requirements on a per data center basis Expandability/scalability Performance requirements determined
holistically 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer has a group of applications that need storage which can provide low response times. The total I/O
requirements are 75,000 IOPs with a 4 kB block size. They will have 500 LUNs and need to keep 30 daily snapshots of
each LUN. 

What is the smallest XtremIO configuration that will meet their needs? 

A. 1 cluster with 2 X-Bricks 

B. 1 cluster with 4 X-Bricks 

C. 2 clusters with 1 X-Brick each 

D. 2 clusters with 2 X-Bricks each 

Correct Answer: A 
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